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While we pray that emergencies do not occur at Redemption Chapel, we want to ensure that staff 
are familiar with the resources and procedures we have in place.   

AED (Automated External Defibrillator) - device capable of automatically detecting a heart 
rhythm that requires a shock. If you are around when someone has sudden cardiac arrest, you can follow a 
few simple steps to use an AED to save a life 
Location: to right of Bridge door & outside of Annex

Procedure:   
1. If person unresponsive, check for breathing (be sure airway open) and pulse
2. Call 911

3. Start CPR if possible - Give 30 chest compressions and then 2 rescue breaths for every 30 chest compressions.
The rescue breaths should be no longer than one second.  You should compress the chest 2 inches downwards and
allow it to fully expand upwards with as few interruptions as possible.

4. Turn on AED (first, ensure person is not wet)
a. Once turned on, machine will provide instructions
b. There is a small bag with scissors and other items that you may need

5. Continue CPR - Once you have given the victim a shock, continue CPR for 2 additional minutes and then let the
AED check for a heart rhythm again. Keep this up until emergency services arrive.

Safe Zone boxes with pepper spray 
Locations: north storage room, south storage room, big room tech booth, worship center tech booth, main 
office, office annex, hub desk  

 Procedure: 
1. Type in code 6446
2. Open box
3. Pull can out
4. Aim and spray

Fire extinguishers 
Locations: by north kitchen, south kitchen, big room backstage, near foosball table, hub desk, south atrium,  east 
entrance, south storage room, chair room storage 
 Procedure: printed on it 

Medical kit 
Location: inside deacon’s closets 
 Contents: very basic. Bandaids, ointment, 
 tourniquet, bug spray, gloves

Walkie Talkies 
Location: Welcome kiosk  
 Procedure: channel 3 for kiosk, police, and Kidzone; 
 channel 2 for parking lot attendants 

Alarm 
Location: Red wall mounted box in various locations 
  Procedure: When set off, the fire and police are sent.  If set in ERROR, call 855-502-5276 and give them our 
account #236D6375 and the code is TACO. They may be calling at the same time. If they beat you to the phone, 
give them the same info and let them know that it is a false alarm. The call order for the alarm is Jake, Austin and 
Angela.  
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